Light modulation photo ICs were developed to optically detect objects. Optical detection of objects usually uses a photosensor/light emitter pair, like a photointerrupter and photoreflector which detect an object when it interrupts or reflects light. However, detection errors might occur if fluctuating background light such as room lighting strikes the photosensor. To prevent these detection errors, one typical method uses optical filters by utilizing the difference in wavelengths between the signal light and background light. However, this method does not work if the background light level is too strong. Light modulation photo ICs deal with this problem by using a synchronous detection method to reduce detection errors and ensure a stable output even if fluctuating background light strikes the photosensor. This synchronous detection method pulse-modulates the signal light and detects it in synchronization with the modulation timing to reduce effects from “noise light” that enters the photosensor asynchronously.

1 Features

- Fewer detection errors even if fluctuating background light hits the photosensor

A typical light modulation photo IC consists of an oscillator, a timing signal generator, an LED driver circuit, a photodiode, a preamp, a comparator, a signal processing circuit, an output circuit, and so on, which are all integrated on a monolithic chip. Connecting an external LED to this photo IC allows optical synchronous detection. In optical synchronous detection, signal light is modulated in pulses and detected in synchronization with that modulation timing. This eliminates effects of background light and single synchronous background light generated by asynchronous background light [Figure 1-2].

- Various types are available for handling higher background light levels or offering higher sensitivity.

Hamamatsu provides types usable even under higher background light levels (10000 lx typ.), as well as high sensitivity types (lower detection level: 0.2 µW/mm² typ.), and asynchronous type that does not require wiring to a light emitter. These are supplied in various packages (DIP, SIP, and surface mount type). Types for higher background light level (S4282-51, S6986, S10053) have a preamp with special measures added to deal with DC light input. This ensures reliable detection of signal light even under high-illuminance DC background light. On the other hand, high-sensitivity types (S6809, S6846, S7136/-10) allow making the detection distance even longer.

![Figure 1-1] Block diagram and truth table

![Figure 1-2] Timing chart

* A signal is judged to be present only when synchronous detection is carried out three consecutive times, and no signal is judged to be present when synchronous detection is not achieved three consecutive times.

Note: Each background light elimination is shown in "4. Background light elimination".
Circuit block configurations of a light modulation photo IC are described below.

(1) Oscillator and timing signal generator

The oscillator produces a reference oscillation output by charging and discharging the internal capacitor with a constant current. The oscillation output is fed to the timing signal generator, which then generates LED drive pulses and other timing pulses for digital signal processing.

(2) LED driver circuit

This circuit drives an externally connected LED using the LED drive pulses generated by the timing signal generator. The duty cycle is 1/16. The S4282-51, S6986, and S10053 use a constant current drive, while the S6809, S6846, and S7136/-10 use an open collector drive.

(3) Photodiode and preamp

Photocurrent generated in the photodiode is converted to a voltage via the preamp. The preamp in the S4282-51, S6986, and S10053, which are usable at high background light levels, uses an AC amplifier circuit shown in Figure 2-2 to expand the dynamic range versus DC or low-frequency fluctuating background light without impairing signal detection sensitivity.

(4) Capacitive coupling, buffer amp, and reference voltage generator

Capacitive coupling removes low-frequency background light and also cancels the DC offset in the preamp simultaneously. The buffer amp amplifies the signal up to the comparator level, and the reference voltage generator generates a comparator level signal.

(5) Comparator

The comparator has a hysteresis function that prevents chattering caused by small fluctuations in the incident light.

(6) Signal processing circuit

The signal processing circuit consists of a gate circuit and a digital integration circuit. The gate circuit discriminates the comparator output to prevent possible detection errors caused by asynchronous background light. Background light that enters at the same timing as the signal detection cannot be eliminated by the gate circuit. The digital integration
circuit in a subsequent stage cancels out this background light.

(7) Output circuit

This circuit serves as an output buffer for the signal processing circuit and outputs the signal to an external circuit.

3 Characteristics

[Figure 3-1] Spectral response (typical example)

(a) S4282-51, S6986, S10053

(b) S6809, S6846, S7136/-10

[Figure 3-2] Sensitivity temperature characteristics (typical example)

4 Background light elimination

Eliminating low-frequency background light

Direct current and low-frequency noise caused by background light can be separated and subtracted from the signal by means of capacitive coupling between the preamplifier and the next-stage buffer amplifier. In addition to this capacitive coupling, S4282-51, S6986 and S10053 preamps use an AC amplifier [Figure 2-2] to enhance elimination of low-frequency background light. In general, direct-current and low-frequency background light intensity is large, and may saturate the initial-stage amplifier circuit. Therefore, the dynamic range of the initial-stage amplifier must be increased, to ensure that signal components will not be lost due to this saturation in the amplifier. The preamplifier circuit shown in Figure 2-2 consists of two amplifiers: a main amplifier (A1) and another (A1') used for illuminance measurement. This combination allows subtracting the photocurrent of low-frequency components from the input terminal of the main amplifier. PD1 and PD2 are photodiodes arranged in close proximity to each other and have the photosensitive area ratio of equation (1).

\[
\frac{S1}{S2} = \frac{Rf1'}{Rc} = K \quad \cdots (1)
\]

If the photocurrents of PD1 and PD2 are I1 and I2, respectively, then the output voltage change of amplifier A1' caused by I2 produces a current I3 flowing into Rc, which is given by equation (2) because the input point of A1 is the theoretical ground:

\[
I3 = \frac{Rf1'}{Rc} \times I2 \quad \cdots (2)
\]

Since I1/I2=K according to equation (1), equation (3) is obtained:

\[
\frac{S1}{S2} = \frac{Rf1'}{Rc} = K \quad \cdots (1)
\]
\[ I_3 = \frac{Rf1' \times I_1}{Rc \times K} = I_1 \quad \text{...... (3)} \]

In this way, the photocurrent of PD1 can be extracted. The photocurrent component of A1 due to low-frequency background light is essentially zero as long as A1' does not become saturated, so the saturation of A1' determines the entire dynamic range. If the ratio of Rf1 to Rf1' is set as m, the expansion ratio for the dynamic range becomes K \times m. Meanwhile, with high-frequency input light, the current extraction as explained above is not performed at frequencies sufficiently higher than the cut-off frequency of A1, which is determined by feedback capacitance C_f and feedback resistance Rf1'. Thus the gain of A1 becomes Rf1 and current-to-voltage conversion can be carried out without lowering the gain.

Eliminating high-frequency background light

(1) Asynchronous background light

Light entering the sensor at timings other than the LED driver timing is referred to as “asynchronous background light”. Effects from this asynchronous background light can be eliminated through optical synchronous detection. The preamplifier output is sent to the comparator, compared with a reference voltage, and converted into a digital signal S. This digital signal is then input to the synchronous detection gate. Besides this digital signal, a timing signal G is also input to the synchronous detection gate and the digital input signal is detected as a “H” or “L” at the light emission timing of the LED. Figure 4-1 shows the block diagram of the synchronous detection circuit for light modulation photo ICs. This circuit has an edge detection circuit provided in parallel to the synchronous detection gate. When asynchronous background light is input, it usually contains a number of different frequency components which cause pulsed signals of the comparator output to have various pulse widths. Among these, those with longer pulse widths have a high probability of overlapping the LED driver timing (synchronous detection timing). The edge detection circuit is used to eliminate the influence of background light which overlaps the synchronous detection timing. As shown in Figure 4-1, the synchronous detection circuit has a “U” output terminal in addition to the “D” terminal that provides “H” and “L” outputs. The edge detection circuit receives two inputs: an edge detection window signal W and signal input S. Using these inputs, the edge detection circuit outputs “H” when it detects the rising edge of the final input signal edge in the time slot of the edge detection window. In other words, this is a sequential circuit which accepts the time sequence (1, 0) (1, 1) (0, 1) for (W, S). Also, if the output of the edge detection circuit is “L” even when the synchronous detection gate judges that a signal exists, then “L” is available from the “U” output terminal. When the “U” output is “L”, operation of the discrimination circuit at the next stage (where background light effects are removed) is deferred.

(2) Synchronous background light

Even when synchronous detection is carried out, background light which enters the sensor at the same
5 How to use

Optical synchronous detection type photoreflectors and photointerrupters can be easily made by connecting an infrared LED to a light modulation photo IC, which are less affected by fluctuating background light. The light modulation photo IC is used in reflection type sensors that detect an object or proximity to an object by detecting the infrared LED light reflected from the object; and also used in transmission type sensors that detect an object or a passing object by detecting whether the infrared LED light beam is interrupted by the object.

An infrared LED must be connected to the light modulation photo IC in order to perform synchronous detection. In some applications, however, connecting an LED may not be possible. In those cases, asynchronous type photo ICs are used. Asynchronous photo ICs cannot remove fluctuating background light as efficiently as the synchronous type, but they offer the advantage that they can be used without connecting to an infrared LED.

(1) LED drive current enhancement

Detecting light over longer distances requires enhancing the LED drive current. This means that an external driver circuit must be added. Figure 5-1 shows simple external circuits using a PNP transistor to enhance the LED drive current. Another method uses a pull-up resistor connected to the LED terminal to convert LED drive pulses to logic signals before inputting the signals to the external LED driver circuit [Figure 5-2]. If the photo IC and the LED drive current operate from the same power supply line, then the supply voltage may fluctuate due to the LED drive current and cause erroneous operation. If this happens, take measures to stabilize the photo IC power terminal.

(2) Sensitivity adjustment

There is no special terminal for adjusting the sensitivity of light modulation photo ICs. If sensitivity must be adjusted, then change the LED drive current. To do this, connect a variable resistor in parallel with the LED for the S4282-51, S6986, and S10053; and connect a variable resistor in series with the LED for the S6809, S6846, and S7136/-10. If using an external circuit to drive the LED, adjust the external circuit constant.

[Figure 5-1] LED drive current enhancing method

(a) All types

\[ \text{IF} = \frac{V - V_{CE} \text{ (sat)} - V_T}{R} \]

(b) S4282-51, S6986, S10053

\[ \text{IF} = \frac{V_{BE} \text{(ON)}}{R_E} \]

(c) S6809, S6846, S7136/-10

\[ \text{IF} = \frac{V_{BE \text{(ON)}}}{R_E} \]
[Figure 5-2] Conversion to logic signal
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[Figure 5-3] LED drive current adjusting method

(a) S4282-51, S6986, S10053

(b) S6809, S6846, S7136/-10
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